Meeting called to order by Douglass Abramson, Acting TC 9.2-Nuclear Subcommittee Chair, at 2:15pm on 28 June, 2015.

Voting members Present:
Douglass Abramson; Bill Lampkin; Deep Ghosh; Scott Mc MurryJan Fretthold (by Phone)

Guests:
Eileen Jensen; Paul Rodgers; Hoojun Yang; Jeff Gatlin

Introduction of members and guests

Review of the January Minutes was not performed because they were not available.

Membership: Visiting guests were asked if they wished to become members.

Handbook:
1. 2015 Handbook was just published. There were no corrections identified. A review of the 2015 chapter was suggested by the acting chair in preparation of the establishment of the 2019 chapter development.

Design Guide:
New information concerning DOE Order 421-C References the ASHRAE Design Guide. This may affect the status of the document.

CONAGT:
Working on the version 2015 version of the AG-1 Code

NHUG:
The Next meeting is in Baltimore Md. on July 31 2015.

Program:
Discussion of the possible presentations of Forums or Seminars in the future ASHRAE meetings took place.

DOE and NRC Issues:
News of the fire at the ATI Filter Test Facility in April of 2015 was announced. As of the June meeting the facility was not back on line.

The meeting included a discussion of Fukushima power plant and how it will change basic design.

NRC ORDER 12-049, 12-050 and 13-109 concerning hardened venting and FLEX was discussed. SBO event is a 4-hour duration where the ELAP is a 24-hour duration, and plant are required to address ELAP which is considered Beyond design Basis. Plants are now required to have provision to cope with the ELAP event by having necessary equipment on site.

- **Old Business**: None

- **New Business**: Ravi was to issue a letter ballot for the Chicago (last) Meeting minutes!

  - Meeting Adjourned 3pm.
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